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ABSTRACT 

Smart garment and wearable e-textile prototypes are 
difficult to co-design because of the variety of expertise 
needed (garment design, sewing skills, hardware 
prototyping, and software programming). To help with 
this, we developed a toolkit for prototyping wearable e-
textiles, named Wearable Bits, which enables co-design 
with non-expert users without demanding sewing, 
hardware or software skills. We developed a low-fidelity 
and medium-fidelity experience prototype of the toolkit 
and ran a series of workshops where non-expert users 
designed their own e-textile wearables using Wearable Bits. 
In this paper, we discuss the ideas they developed, their 
construction techniques, the roles individuals took on 
while building, and suggestions for future toolkits.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Hardware products are often risky because unlike software 
where a company can provide updates, hardware is difficult 
to change after purchase. Co-designing hardware products 
with consumers, and involving them right from the 
beginning, can help reduce this risk by ensuring that the 
final product fits users’ needs [44]. Smart garments and 
wearable e-textiles would benefit from co-design in the 
same manner. However, this process is challenging because 
it requires a wide variety of expertise including, but not 
limited to, garment design, sewing and tailoring skills, 
hardware prototyping, and software programming. On top 
of this, having electronics in your clothes is still a foreign 
concept to most users, with the exception of a few available 
consumer products limited to health and fitness. 

To help with the co-design of these e-textile garments, we 
have created ‘Wearable Bits’, a toolkit for designing 
wearable e-textile prototypes. Wearable Bits is made up of 
felt fabric pieces cut out using modular laser-cut 
tessellations. Individual pieces include plain, sensing and 
actuating pieces, which all can be attached, aggregated and 
disassembled as needed to create prototypes for e-textile 

 

Figure 1—Participants built wearable e-textile prototypes with (a) low-fidelity Wearable Bits and  
(b) medium-fidelity Wearable Bits 
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garments of any form or size. Wearable Bits draws upon 
Tangible Bits where individuals can “grasp and 
manipulate” bits merging the physical with the digital, and 
in particular the constructive assembly toolkit approach 
[20, 22]. We developed both low fidelity and medium-
fidelity versions of our toolkit to evaluate both of them for 
effective co-design (see Figure 1) and to provide an 
“experience prototype” [4] of the envisioned system. The 
low-fidelity toolkit has sensors and actuators written out as 
words on the felt pieces, whereas the medium-fidelity 
toolkit has interactive components made with machine 
sewn, hand sewn, and embroidered conductive and 
resistive threads. This paper provides the necessary first 
step of discovering how users would interact and build with 
such a toolkit before developing fully wearable bits. We 
conducted a series of workshops with 13 different groups 
to explore how non-experts would use Wearable Bits to co-
design for their own needs.  

The findings of our study provide insights to e-textile 
prototyping methods and co-design with non-expert users. 
Our key contributions in this paper are: 

1. Designing a low and medium fidelity version of a skills-
free toolkit for rapid-prototyping of wearables. 

2. Empowering non-expert users to design e-textiles for 
their daily activities and individual needs. 

3. Evaluating how this type of modular tangible toolkit 
could impact the types of wearable prototypes 
individuals decide to design and how they design them. 

 

2 RELATED WORK 

Scaffolds within the field of tangible interaction are props 
or tools we can use to help us think through problems [18] 
and document and externalize those thoughts [16]. In the 
area of wearables and e-textiles, there are many different 
types of scaffolds that help users come up with wearable 
concepts, express preferences, and build wearable 
prototypes. Scaffolds are especially important for co-design 
and are often called “co-design toolkits” in how they enable 
individuals who likely have not designed before to express 
their ideas [44]. These co-design toolkits can vary from craft 
supplies, ideation cards, to constructive assemblies [44]. For 
wearable e-textiles, we see two types of scaffolding toolkits: 
those that are cognitive scaffolds, mostly used for wearable 
ideation, and those that are embodied scaffolds where 
individuals can develop “experience prototypes” [4] of their 
wearable concepts.  

2.1 Cognitive Scaffolds for Wearables 

A cognitive scaffold is a tool that helps people cognitively 
think through a problem [47]. In the realm of wearables, 
ideation activities and samples can help end users come up 
with wearable concepts through inspiration. Cardsorting is 
an activity that involves cards with different clothing 
characteristics, interactions, and garment types and having 
users organize them based on their preferences [34]. This 
method can be useful at the beginning of the design process 
for helping users in divergent thinking and imagining non-
standard smart garments (i.e., thinking beyond smart 
shirts). E-textile swatchbooks contain sample swatches and 
are typically used for knowledge sharing [15, 39]. 
Swatchbooks are useful for co-design because they allow 
users, who are unlikely to have experience with e-textiles, 
to explore their potential and come up with wearable 
concepts [12, 51]. Sketching wearable concepts with notes 
or drawings is a way of externalizing wearable concepts for 
sharing ideas and receiving feedback [52]. These cognitive 
scaffolds are useful for coming up with new ideas and 
sharing them, but because the concepts are not worn or 
presented at life size, the subtleties of what it is like to have 
or to wear such a garment in everyday life still needs to be 
explored.  

2.2 Embodied Scaffolds for Wearables 

Experience prototypes allow individuals to experience a 
prototype for themselves [4]. So rather than just thinking 
about a concept through sketches or swatches, an 
experience prototype simulates the feeling one might have 
with a wearable by wearing it. These tangible prototypes 
are useful because they emulate how we interact with and 
understand our world [20, 22] as we use our body’s senses 
to evaluate our prototype [47]. People can build the 
prototypes on themselves to “ideate on the body” and 
“enact” what it would be like to wear them [49]. These 
embodied prototypes then help people to move from an 
abstract concept to a concrete idea and to iteratively 
improve upon it [18]. They are especially useful when co-
designing with individuals from different fields since they 
leverage their physical skills [11, 30, 46]. They can then use 
these physical traces to express ideas to their teammates 
and keep a record of their insights [18, 30, 46]. 

The most common example of an experience prototype is a 
low-fidelity prototype, which is often developed with simple 
craft materials [34]. The benefit of this approach is that 
users can “try on” their prototypes and experiment with 
different scenarios, without needing to know how to build 
the technology.  
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Constructive assemblies are tangible user interfaces that can 
be constructed, deconstructed, and constructed again [20, 
22, 33]. This feature makes them useful for co-design 
because users can try out ideas and change their prototype 
as they go [14]. The potential added value when comparing 
constructive assemblies to low-fidelity prototypes is that 
users can also try out and prototype the interactions, but 
this also can add limitations to creativity depending on the 
design of the kit. One common constructive assembly used 
for co-design is LittleBits [1], which has a series of chained 
components that connect with magnets. Because of their 
hard components they tend to be used for co-designing 
accessories (e.g. MakerShoe [28]). MakerWear [27] 
supports making wearable prototypes using hard 
components that clip onto a mesh. Because these toolkits 
have chained components this often limits interaction to 
one area of the body. LilyPad [5, 6, 8] is a sewable Arduino 
toolkit for electronic textiles. Conductive thread can be 
used to sew the kit together and thus enable spreading 
components across the body. The LilyPad is limited as a 
constructive assembly because taking out stitches and re-
sewing is destructive to most fabrics, but the toolkit is still 
a robust prototyping tool with a wide variety of 
components. This is demonstrated in the several 
constructive assemblies that are extensions of the LilyPad 
toolkit such as Craftec [23] (which adds magnetic 
connections) and Patchwork [3] (which uses sewing snaps). 
Both the LilyPad and a similar kit I*Catch [36] have 
hardware boards for the individual components rather than 
soft sensors. Quilt Snaps [7] is a series of soft decorative 
patches that can be connected together with sewing snaps, 
but the square pattern hinders their application to wearable 
garments. The TeeBoard [35] is a t-shirt that acts as a 
breadboard with the same sewing snap connections, but is 
limited to t-shirt prototyping. A Kit-of-No-Parts [38] is a 
type of “un-toolkit” where individual soft sensors and 
components are handmade with craft materials. The kit has 
a large amount of flexibility, but as an “un-toolkit” there is 
not a systematic way of connecting the individual 
components.  

Previous work on prototyping e-textiles is mainly limited 
to expert designers [38] or introduced to other professional 
designers [10, 13]. Limited work has engaged end-users or 
empowered them with easy-to-use fabric toolkits. Online 
tutorials of e-textiles require users to possess crafting and 
making skills such as sewing [29, 41], electronics expertise 
[32] and software programming [6]. Toolkits for beginners 
often focus on education and are used as teaching tools to 
give beginners those necessary skill sets. Such accounts 
leave out non-expert users that may lack some or part of 

these skills but would still contribute to co-design of e-
textile wearables that support them in their daily needs. 
This research gap limits the accessibility of e-textile 
making. 

3 WEARABLE BITS 

We wanted to develop a co-design toolkit that easily 
transitions from cognitive scaffold to embodied scaffold 
using fabric cards and swatches that can then connect to be 
used for prototyping e-textiles on the body. 

3.1 The Toolkit 

Wearable Bits [24] are made of modular laser-cut 
tessellations of 160 g acrylic felt fabric. We chose felt 
because it is a non-precious material often used for crafts, 
therefore ideal for early-stage prototypes. The bit modules 
can be manually interlocked together by inserting the 
arrows into the slots. This type of modular textile design 
has been used for aesthetic purposes [19, 26], taught as a 
method to reduce textile waste [9], and is also useful for co-
design applications because of the ability to assemble and 
disassemble pieces [37]. We optimized the arrow and slot 
tab design used by Soepboer et al. [2] with narrower slots 
so that the fabric would hold together like a garment and 
withstand weight. The surface areas can then be used for 
circuit components. We included four sizes of Wearable 
Bits, small (3” x 3”), medium (4 ¼” x 4 ¼”), large (6 ¼” x 6 
¼”), extra-large (13 ½” x 6 ¼”) to enable flexibility, 
customizability and rapid prototyping (Figure 2).  

There are two types of Wearable Bits—low-fidelity and 
medium-fidelity. Low-fidelity Wearable Bits have the name 
of the component laser cut into the felt. The idea is that they 
act similar to the ideation cards used in card sorting except 
in this case participants can put them on and decide where 
items should be placed. Medium-fidelity components are 
made by embroidering, sewing, hand stitching and felting 
conductive and resistive threads and fibers into the felt 
components. The touch matrix, slider, pinch sensor, and 
button all use embroidery patterns developed from 
Sketch&Stitch [13]. The tilt sensor, stretch sensor, 
potentiometer, stroke sensor, pressure sensor and speaker 
are hand sewn patterns from A Kit-of-No-Parts [38]. The 
heat and colour change components are made with resistive 
thread, with thermochromic fabric on top for colour 
change. The LED is from the LilyPad kit and the vibration 
motor from an Arduino kit.  Metal snaps are punched into 
the fibers to make connections between different swatches 
in future higher-fidelity versions, but we could also use 
safety pins or conductive fabric to make the connections. 
We also provided sewing accessories such as buttons, 



 

 

A)  B) C)  D)  

 

Figure 2 — The four sizes of Wearable Bits can all be connected (A) small (B) medium (C) large (D) extra-large. 

 

Figure 3 - The low and medium-fidelity Wearable Bits 
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zippers, clasps, so that participants could prototype not 
only the design of the textile but also the design of closures. 
For the components, we wanted to focus on ones that 
participants were not likely to be aware of, such as beading 
to make a tilt sensor, or fringe for a stroke sensor, but 
participants were also invited to add swatches to the toolkit 
by writing sensor or actuator names onto blank bits.  

3.2 Method 

To evaluate the kit, our study had pairs of participants go 
through ideation activities to come up with many wearable 
concepts, come together to decide on their favourite that 
they would like to build, and then build that prototype with 
the toolkit. We ran a series of 13 workshops with pairs of 
individuals who knew each other before the study. The 
recruitment process encouraged those with ‘no prior 
experience with e-textiles’ to sign up. We recruited 26 
participants from varying age groups (9 aged 18-30, 12 aged 
31-60, and 5 aged 61-90) and genders (15 women, 10 men 
and 1 non-binary). The first seven workshops were 
conducted using low-fidelity Wearable Bits while the last 
six workshop sessions were conducted using medium-
fidelity Wearable Bits.  

In each workshop session, the study began by giving each 
participant a demographic questionnaire about any 
previous experience with e-textiles and garment 
construction. We then gave a priming presentation on e-
textiles where we explained the components of the toolkit 
and showed them example images of what the components 
look like as swatches. Then participants had the 
opportunity to brainstorm ideas for their own garment. To 
help with this, we prepared a brainstorming activity where 
participants picked cards from four piles and came up with 
eight different wearable e-textile concepts using a design 
sprint technique called Crazy 8s [31] (Figure 4). The four 
piles were types of garments, types of situations or 
activities, adverbs to describe the interaction, and who the 
interaction of the garment was for (see Figure 4). For 
example, a person could pick a card for a jacket (garment), 
for the office (situation), for self-expression (for who), and 
regularly (adverb to describe the interaction). We put a 
timer on for 8 minutes to help encourage them to focus on 
the quantity of ideas they could produce rather than 
evaluating their ideas at this stage. In total, they would try 
to pick 8 sets of cards to make 8 wearable e-textile concepts.  

After 8 minutes teams then picked their favourite idea and 
wrote a sentence about their concept which could be 
updated as they went through the session. They then picked 
one partner to be have the “wearer” role (meaning they 

would wear the prototype) and the other the “non-wearer” 
role (meaning they would not wear the prototype). The 
only rules provided to them were that they needed to 
consider how the garment would be taken on and off, and 
how the garment would be turned on and off. Participants 
had approximately 45 minutes to build their prototype. 
Once they completed prototyping, they “presented” their 
prototype and were video recorded while the researcher 
asked any clarifying questions about their prototype. At the 
end of all the sessions participants completed a post-study 
questionnaire asking about their experience using the 
toolkit. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

Our gathered data included the drawings and notes from 
their brainstorming sessions, our field notes and 
observations during the prototyping process, their filled 
questionnaires and video recordings of their presentations. 
We transcribed all the video recordings, and performed a 
thematic analysis on both the transcriptions and 
observational notes. We chose thematic analysis to capture 
the variety of reoccurring codes and general themes over 
different groups, as well as to delve into the social dynamics 
that occur when people are designing and building 
together. Participants were grouped in pairs and we 
identify these as G1 through to G13 with W to identify 
‘wearers’ and NW to identify ‘non-wearers’.  

4  FINDINGS 

During thematic analysis, we found five main themes in the 
participants’ prototypes and how they constructed them. 
Here we discuss their wearable e-textile concepts, their 
construction techniques, their roles, how they built “on-
the-fly”, and aesthetics. 

4.1  The Land of Opportunity  

By analyzing the brainstorming and ideation carried out by 
each of our 13 groups, we found that their designs of 

 

Figure 4 - Brainstorming activity: individuals grab 
ideation cards and then draw a concept.  



 

 

interactive garments with Wearable Bits were mainly to 
seize one of three opportunities: 1) garments for well-being, 
2) garments for comfort, and 3) garments for self-
expression. 

Garments for well-being enabled participants to design 
for their psychological and physiological daily needs. G2 
made a “cheer-you-up-dress” and measures mood through 
posture and plays gentle music to cheer you up and 
encourage you to get dancing. G3 made a hat for 
individuals with memory impairments and their carers to 
help them feel more comfortable going outside. In fact, 
several garments were designed to measure body signals 
and then cued the wearer through actuation to do an action. 
G6 made a sleeping vest that measured circadian rhythms 
(through body temperature changes) and cued the child 
that it is time for bed. G7 made running shorts that signaled 
to the wearer that they need to pick up their pace. G8 made 
a sleeve for people with arthritis that measured 
temperature and then encouraged them to get moving to 
increase blood flow.  

Garments for comfort enabled participants to improve 
the wearer’s current state and support their personal 
comfort. G1 made a shirt that the wearer can turn into a 
crop top when they feel warm and this action also actuates 
cooling pads under their armpits to cool them down. G5 
made a hat for cold weather that warms up, plays music in 
the earmuffs, and lights up if you are walking at night. G11 
made a creativity cape that allows them to avoid 
distractions while working by changing the temperature, 
changing the music, and creating more light for working all 
within the cape. 

Garments for self-expression enabled people to 
communicate with those around them through their 
clothing, including garments for musical and dance 
performance, activism and public awareness. G4 made a 
rocker jacket that would generate music as the performer 
danced. G9 made a modular sleeve that would visualize the 
music during a dance performance through light and colour 
change both to augment the performance and to be more 
inclusive of individuals who have hearing impairments. 
G10 and G13 made garments that outwardly expressed 
body signals. G10 made a shirt for going out dancing that 
lit up as your temperature increased. G13 made a shirt that 
someone could wear throughout a pregnancy that would 
change colour as their belly grew and would light up when 
there was a kick. G12 made a modular activism wearable 
that aims to make individuals aware of invisible 
surveillance from infrared (IR) sensor and radio-frequency 
identification (RFID) sensors that are common in public 

places. The wearable lights up when it detects these sensors 
with the aim of encouraging discussion with the public.  

Garments at times incorporated two or more categories. For 
example, the G2 cheer-you-up-dress, though its main 
purpose was to improve the wearer’s well-being, the music 
had an aspect of performance. G2 W envisioned outsiders 
becoming curious about the dress, “So it'd be like “Where is 
that sound coming from?” and you'd be like [whispers] “It's 
that girl's dress” [pointing].” 

4.2 Construction Before Interaction 

Many of the groups had similarities among their 
construction techniques for building their wearable 
prototype. There was a tendency to build the garment first 
with the large and extra-large squares. This occurred in 10 
of the 13 groups. Participants mentioned they used the 
larger squares to shorten the amount of time it would take 
to build the garment. G6 used larger pieces “because it was 
faster to put together” and G7 and G10 used the technique 
to “save on time”. Participants also used larger pieces first 
because of the scale of the garment their group wanted to 
make. G7 “needed something big to cover some leg area” 
and G11 “was thinking cape so I was thinking big and that 
just led to the bigger pieces”. The other three groups who 
did not use this technique made smaller accessories and 
worked with the small and medium squares. 

Structurally many groups decided to build their garment 
first with plain pieces and then add the interactive 
components second. In some cases, these components were 
treated as different layers of the garment. Seven groups 
glued, taped or pinned their interactive components on top 
of the garment structure instead of using the interlocking 
tabs. G7 “For things we didn't weave together we just glued 
them on.” G13 “In terms of construction we started off with 
the big pieces first and then built down to the details where 
things would kind of go and sort of stuck them there”. 
Another technique used for smaller accessories was to 
weave the interactive components together to make a 
second top layer above the bottom structure. This technique 
was applied to two hat prototypes.  

For the groups that wove their interactive components into 
their garment they often placed these components along 
the edges of larger pieces. These interactive components 
then acted as “connectors”. G1 “For the main part it was the 
bigger one, and then for connecting them we have the 
smaller one” and G10 “for the areas we wanted to focus on 
we used the smaller ones in the creases, so the LEDs and 
stuff like that”. The smaller squares were also used to close 
the garment. G2 “We actually tended to use the smaller 
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pieces for the fastening at the side which actually worked 
out really well.” This was particularly true of actuators 
commonly placed in the seam hidden under the arm (Figure 
6). 

The most difficult part of constructing the garment was the 
interlocking tab system both in terms of the orientation of 
the tabs and the dexterity needed to connect the tabs, as 
mentioned by all 13 groups. G9 mentioned that the hardest 
part of the tab was “just being able to get it into the hole 
and manipulating. I'm missing part of my finger so I don't 
have much dexterity, and he has a problem with his finger. 
So, we are both kind of limited dexterity.” Squares also 
needed to be oriented in a certain way so that the “gender” 
of the tabs would connect. If this was not thought out ahead 
of time individuals sometimes ended up with squares that 
would not connect. G2 “They don’t always match up” and 
G10 “all sides aren't the same so that you can't connect 
some pieces.” This was a result of our 3 × 3 and 6 × 3 
squares, which had an odd number of tabs and therefore 
could only connect in specific orientations.  

To deal with the interlocking tab issues five groups 
suggested other materials or made requests for future 
iterations. To solve the orientation issue one group of 
participants suggested a design for a “single-gender” tab 
system where all tabs could interlock with each other. For 
addressing dexterity issues four groups suggested Velcro as 
an easy way to connect squares. Other suggestions 
included sewing snaps, buttons, safety pins or long 
tweezers to pull tabs through. 

4.3 Wearing Different Hats 

Throughout the prototyping process, we told groups to 
assign one individual to be the “wearer” (W) who wore the 
garment and the other to be the “non-wearer” (NW) who 
did not wear the garment. The purpose of these roles was 
to encourage individuals to consider what it was like to 
wear the prototype, what it was like to have someone put 

the Wearable Bits together on their body, and what it was 
like to place Wearable Bits on someone else.  

This role division resulted in several repeating behaviours 
that we noticed among the groups. The most prominent 
behavior was that the garment was designed for the wearer. 
In five groups the teams discussed how the non-wearer 
measured the wearer with the squares in order to determine 
the size of the garment. G1 NW “We made the sizes for her. 
We had to see and adjust on the wearer.” G10 W “We 
wanted it to be a good fit but not too tight… So as we like 
put it on me we just figured that out.” The wearer also 
determined the design when it came to modesty and 
comfort. In G2 the non-wearer wanted to add more colours 
but the wearer disagreed, “I don't like that… I like to blend 
in… to be very subtle, to figure out what's going on.” The 
wearer also made decisions about aesthetics. G6 W “I 
wanted to make sure it was all flat, no bumpy stuff.” 
Whereas other wearers were more comfortable adding 
colours and components. G5 W “I'm used to making a fool 
of myself so it was ordinary [giggles]”. 

Having the wearer role also helped the group to evaluate 
and test whether their garment was working. Five groups 
discussed how they evaluated the garment through trying 
it on. G8 W “You can’t figure out the flaws until you’ve 

 

Figure 5—Examples of different construction techniques from left to right (a) gluing individual pieces onto the 
garment structure (b) weaving the interactive pieces as a second top layer (c) fully integrating them into the garment and 
gluing the seams down (d) weaving them into the garment (e) using pins and glue to attach the interactive components. 

 

Figure 6—Location of sensors (blue) and actuators 
(orange) in the front and back 



 

 

done that. You have to be able to do it.” G3 W “Since I'm 
the user I can notice the flaws.” They could also evaluate 
the garment before it was complete. G9 W “It gave us that 
flexibility of adjusting, so that was good.” G3 NW “I think 
it was easy to see how the prototype was going.” G8 NW 
“It certainly helps you think about where pieces need to go. 
We moved almost everything except the heat sensor.” 
Teams could also evaluate whether their prototype 
achieved the goals they set out for themselves. G2 NW “The 
cheer you up dress—you’re cheerful now! So, I think it 
worked!” to which G2W responded “Ya! I feel happy.” 

Six teams discussed how they used delegation for building. 
Often one individual found the tabs easier to work with 
than the other and that became their job. This occurred to 
an even greater extent if it was the non-wearer that found 
it easier to connect the tabs. G13 W “You [NW] were faster 
at plugging things together. So, I just stood there as a 
template after a while. I worked more as a mannequin than 
anything else.” With the smaller sleeves and accessories 
often both groups members would try them on while they 
were building, so even though they had one person who 
was the wearer they both had moments where they acted 
as one in order to connect pieces. There was also some 
sharing of techniques. Two groups specifically mentioned 
while building that they enjoyed learning about how their 
partner dealt with the material and their construction 
techniques.  

Several individuals who ended up designing garments that 
went across the body self-selected to be the non-wearer 
because of the amount of material they would need and 
suggested that their partner should be the wearer because 
of their smaller size. One participant suggested that they 
would have otherwise wanted to be the wearer. G2 NW “As 
the non-wearer it was kind of frustrating. It was the better 
choice or we would have had to use twice the amount of 
material.” A similar sentiment was echoed by G6 NW at the 
very beginning of the prototyping process when they were 
deciding roles. This suggests that larger pieces of material 
are needed so that all individuals who want to be the wearer 
do not exclude themselves from specific roles based on 
limitations from the kit. 

4.4 Building on the Fly 

In the questionnaires, 21 of 26 participants agreed that 
Wearable Bits helped them build on the fly, and all groups 
mentioned this characteristic in their presentations. 

When we started each session, we told the groups not to 
feel limited by the items in the kit, and if they wanted to 
add a component they could do so. As a result, 11 of the 13 

groups added their own components to the kit by adding 
an accessory or by writing the name of a component on a 
blank square. The most common components that were 
added were temperature sensors (4), zipper sliders (3), and 
others included a global positioning system (GPS), galvanic 
skin response (sweat sensor), infrared (IR) sensor, radio 
frequency identification (RFID) sensor, a receiver, cooling 
actuation, OLED displays and a Bluetooth module.  

Seven groups mentioned that as they began building their 
prototype they started to add more features and 
components. G7 “We were building it and as I started going 
through these [points to bins of interactive components], 
more and more ideas popped into my head.” G10 “We had 
the base idea and then we expanded on it.” Groups also 
altered their idea along the way. G8 “We had the tilt for 
motion, but we decided that the stretch would be better.” G 
12 “We dropped a couple of components.” The type of 
garment the teams decided to build also changed. Two 
groups started out with jackets concepts that turned into 
vests.  

Two medium fidelity groups prototyped modular e-textile 
designs that could change what part of the body they were 
attached to by replacing different pieces. G9 “This is a good 
tool to do a lot of brainstorming with a person so that you 
can just do it in a meeting versus sew that together and then 
coming back. This actually is a more fluid creative process.” 
G12 “Maybe you can actually put it on your leg, hang it on 
your backpack, moving it around a bit, that would be cool.” 
These two examples demonstrate how the medium-fidelity 
prototypes could enable groups to prototype modularity 
into their final design. This design direction did not occur 
in the low-fidelity prototypes. 

4.5 Envisioning Future Aesthetics 

At the end, groups presented thoughts on their garment’s 
materials, colours, and the invisibility of the technology. 
Since all the individual pieces of Wearable Bits were made 
of felt, materials were one aspect of the design that often 
did not come up during their prototyping process until 
their final presentations. When they were asked about what 
they thought of their final prototype, nine groups 
envisioned specific materials (such as G11 “denim or 
canvas”) or material properties (such as G7 “swimsuit kind 
of material, sporty, maybe stretchy”) for their wearable 
garment. Five groups discussed wanting stretch or 
elasticized materials, and two groups wanted knitted 
material (one for a hat and one for a glove/sleeve). At times 
material choices had to do with glamour or the price point 
of the material. G2 “This dress, although it looks like it's 
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made out of felt, is actually very expensive fringing.” G4 “I 
could see if it was for rockers, like a black sueding type 
thing, and lots of glitter.” Overall the participants had clear 
design ideas about how they envisioned their final garment 
that would not have been explored without the final 
presentation questions. This is one limitation of the 
Wearable Bits toolkit and indicates that more materials 
should be included in the toolkit or that researchers using 
the toolkit need to have material discussions with 
participants. 

Another limitation that came up in the final presentation 
was participants either running out of colours they liked or 
imagining different colours. Five groups discussed colours 
they would have preferred to incorporate into their 
prototype. G1 ran out of the colour they started with and 
resorted to using other colours, “these black pieces were 
supposed to be grey.” G3 “I wouldn’t use four different 
colours. Something that is pretty and fashionable.” 
Sometimes colour was a dealbreaker and this highlighted 
the importance of colour in the prototyping process. When 
canvas came up as the material of choice, G11 emphasized 
that it could not be beige canvas, “If this thing was an ugly 
beige there’s no way I would buy it. Even if you told me it 
lit up.” 

All groups chose the type of garment based on the context 
of the activity, such as gym shorts for running and pajamas 
for sleeping. Items that were meant to be worn regularly in 
public became accessories such as the three groups that 
prototyped hats. All but one group emphasized that the 
garment should match the context. The one group that did 
not do this made an activism wearable that was meant to 
look invisible most of the time, but then would grab 
attention to encourage discussion at specific moments. Four 
groups emphasized that they wanted the technology to be 
hidden behind or within other fabrics. G2 “The sensors are 
under the fringing—Note! [Pointing at the researcher to 
write that down].” G5 “I would imagine if you were using 
yarn of some kind that it could be embedded that you would 
knit and build your design that way.” One group that made 
a wearable for arthritis emphasized that it should not be 
“medical looking”. G8 “Not at all. More like a ski glove kind 
of thing.” Participants mentioned that with lighting effects 
a material to diffuse the lighting was important. G9 “It 
could be very elegant. […] This would be an undergarment 
that could be enhanced with puffy sleeves that are backlit 
like a sheer.”  

5 DISCUSSION 

Our approach of tangiblizing e-textile components into 
physical ‘Bits’ stems from TEI’s fundamental concepts of 

‘Radical Atoms’ [21] and ‘Tangible Bits’ [20, 22] where HCI 
bridges the gap between the digital and the physical. In this 
sense, our Wearable Bits offered non-expert users a 
tangible method of envisioning and designing their own 
wearable interfaces. Despite being low and medium fidelity, 
the Wearable Bits empowered 26 people to design their 
own wearables and scaffold their creativity. The use of low-
cost materials and tools also supported accessibility and 
paved the way for further research to engage different 
groups of people in wearable technology in various 
contexts (such as school children, senior care homes, etc). 
Giving such groups a voice—through using Wearable Bits—
brought new insight, potentials and opportunities that we, 
as designers, would not have developed otherwise.  

One of the key differences between our Wearable Bits and 
other e-textile toolkits is that it focuses on creativity and 
enabling strategies rather than getting entangled in the 
feasibility and skillset that are all usually entailed in other 
toolkits. Relevant work [10, 23, 38] mostly require fine 
crafting and/or technical skills, or workshops to acquire 
those skills, to create small swatches or samples of what is 
possible. Alternatively, all our participants have used 
Wearable Bits to design and create their wearable garments 
in 1:1 real-world scale (including a dress, a jacket, pants, 
shorts, a vest, a crop top, a sleeve and a hat). In addition, 
they all expressed how it was “fun”, “easy to use” and “fast” 
in how the kit supported rapid prototyping.  

5.1 Moving Beyond Fitness Trackers 

Of the 13 prototypes developed during our study only 1 
group made a fitness device, and only 1 group made a 
medical or health-related device. The groups that did 
monitor bodily signals mostly used them for self-
expression, such as the pregnancy shirt that expressed to 
the outer world what was going on inside the womb. As 
G13 described their reasoning, “Originally, we were 
looking at a monitoring aspect, but you’re already keeping 
a really close eye on that sort of thing anyhow, and this was 
more outwardly expressive, which makes it a little bit more 
interesting.” Using biosignals as expressive cues rather 
than for health and fitness has been documented by Howell 
et al. [17] and e-textile garments for expressive rather than 
health and fitness purposes in the work of Davendorf et al. 
[10]. The wide variety of garment concepts developed with 
Wearable Bits runs in this same vein, demonstrating that 
individuals want wearable e-textiles for reasons beyond 
those currently commercially available.  



 

 

5.2 Locating Interactivity in Garment Design 

There is much prior work on socially acceptable locations 
on the body for wearable technology [42, 50]. Our findings 
differ in that our participants expressed more concern 
about how well the technology was integrated into the 
design of the garment rather than on how socially 
acceptable a specific location was. For example, the most 
common location for actuators in our study was in the seam 
area below the arm and the seam area in the shoulder, 
which were not common locations in previous work. This 
was also supported by participants wanting the technology 
to be so well integrated into the garment it was invisible. 

This design approach of ensuring that the technology fit 
with the design of the garment is best demonstrated in the 
prototype developed by G2. They designed a flapper dress 
where the sensors (stroke sensors) acted as the fringe in the 
entire midline and upper leg area in the front and back. 
They went through the motions of stroking these areas 
around the midline, upper leg and buttocks area, and 
thought that this action integrated well with the garment. 
They also prototyped speakers in the bra area because of 
how well the circular design of e-textile speakers would fit 
with the design of that area of the dress. This example, and 
the many groups that prototyped technology along the 
seams, demonstrates how individuals might desire 
wearable technology in areas previously thought of as 
social unacceptable as long as it is well integrated into the 
garment design. Previous work has embedded sensors into 
seams such as StretchEBand [48], or embedded technology 
into embroidery designs [13]. The importance of 
integrating technology into the design of an e-textile 
garment has also been highlighted in previous work on e-
textile actuation [10]. 

This difference in our location findings to those of previous 
work could be due to the nature of our toolkit where 
individuals can make larger sweeping interactions, rather 
than previous work such as JogWheel [42] where 
individuals are seeing a video of someone interacting with 
or “poking” very specific locations on the body. The overall 
benefit of our evaluation method is that the prototypes are 
evaluated from two perspectives: that of an embodied 
wearer and that of an embodied viewer who is seeing the 
prototype being used in front of them at life scale. Yet 
individuals are not in public with their prototypes on and 
this more public evaluation of social acceptability is an 
important area for future research.  

5.3 The Importance of a Wearer 

In the garment industry, it is common to prototype 
garments on body forms or mannequins where toile is the 
prototype the designer makes out of cheaper fabric such as 
muslin [43]. This tradition of prototyping on mannequins 
has carried over into e-textile prototyping tools such as 
Mannequette [45]. In contrast, our work demonstrates the 
importance of prototyping with a wearer rather than a 
mannequin when working with novice users such as in co-
design. We found that the benefits of this approach include 
considerations for social acceptability and comfort, 
considerations for the wearer’s body shape and 
measurements, and enabling the wearer to act as an 
evaluator or tester for the prototype. Having a wearer often 
led to changes in the garment prototype as groups explored 
ideas and reevaluated their garment concept. When we 
consider the other e-textile prototyping toolkits such as 
card sorting [34] and swatchbooks [15, 39], this is the 
benefit of a toolkit like Wearable Bits. By placing the 
components on the body wearers must consider what that 
feels like. This would be another benefit of an e-textile 
constructive assembly [1] where individuals can go a step 
further and test out not only what it feels like to wear 
certain sensors and actuators, but what the interactions 
themselves would feel like. 

5.4 Insights for Future Prototyping Toolkits 

In the Wearable Bits workshops, we discovered several 
areas of insights for future e-textile toolkits.  

Design for collaboration: We found that having a wearer, 
and encouraging discussion by having a collaborator, were 
valuable components of thinking through the design while 
building it. The wearer was able to evaluate how it felt to 
wear the design and the non-wearer was able to provide 
feedback on how it looked from the outside. This 
collaborative learning through doing approach allowed the 
team to evaluate the resulting prototype from these two 
important viewpoints. The design of the toolkit also 
allowed for this collaboration because more than one 
individual could be working on it at one time, adding 
components or replacing parts.  

Expand materials: The most significant gap in the toolkit 
was material exploration, since all pieces were laser cut felt. 
In their presentations, participants had clear ideas about 
materials that they would like to use in their envisioned 
garments. This suggests that we need a way for users to 
express and explore material options. In their review of e-
textile toolkits Posch et al. [40] also found a scarcity of 
material exploration in this area of research, often in the 
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name of making toolkits easier to use. Our paper highlights 
how material exploration is important not just to e-textile 
designers, but also to end-users of these toolkits. 

Enable current building techniques: We found that 
users often began by building the garment with the larger 
squares and wanted them even larger. Larger bits would 
allow individuals to spend much less time connectin`g tabs 
and make it easier to build garments that require more 
fabric such as dresses and cloaks. Having larger squares to 
work with would also be more inclusive of the diversity of 
possible body sizes. A second building technique was that 
participants often built the interactive bits on top of their 
base garment as a second layer. Our current toolkit was a 
bit clumsy for with this type of interaction and we will 
work on making it easier to build using a second layer. 

Choose the right toolkit for the design stage: The benefit 
of our low-fidelity bits was that users felt free to mark them 
up, glue down components, and get crafty. This type of 
flexibility is especially useful for early stage designs, but 
this craftiness did not occur with the medium-fidelity bits, 
and instead two groups incorporated the modularity of 
those components into their final design. Our next step is 
to build Wearable Bits into a constructive assembly for 
prototyping the interactions [25], but it is also important to 
consider what we could “lose” from a constructive 
assembly. We predict that users will feel less free to mark 
them up as they did with the medium-fidelity bits. 
Therefore, we suggest changing the toolkit based on the 
prototype stage. One could start with the low-fidelity bits, 
then replace them as the fidelity increases and ideas are 
solidified. Our study suggests that there is no one ideal 
toolkit, but rather toolkits suitable for specific design 
stages.  

6 CONCLUSION 

The purpose of a prototype is to iteratively improve upon a 
design and explore options. In co-design with end-users the 
purpose of a toolkit is to scaffold creativity and help 
participants to express their ideas [44]. In this paper, we 
contributed a co-design toolkit called Wearable Bits for 
prototyping wearable e-textiles and evaluated it with 26 
workshop participants. Except for with material and fabric 
exploration, Wearable Bits enabled participants to express 
their wearable e-textile concepts and work on the fly. 
Groups developed a wide variety of concepts and the 
toolkit had enough flexibility that individuals could add 
their own components and accessories. We demonstrated 
the value of prototyping garments on a wearer and discuss 
how researchers can improve upon Wearable Bits in future 
work. Our aim is that Wearable Bits can continue to 
broaden the design space for e-textiles and enable end-
users to participate in the design of their own garments to 
suit their own needs.  
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